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Keep up with buzzfeed's daily newsletter! Outlander's Costume Designer from Crafting Claire's 1960s-Tinged Vision for the season finale Trisha Biggar explores the inspiration behind the look of Claire's hallucinations, as well as some Easter eggs you probably missed at first... Caroline



Hallemann The fall TV season is upon us, television fans with plenty of new and recurring programs to be excited about. While some will survive well into syndication, many will face deletion due to poor ratings. It's happened to countless programs – some more deserving than others.
However, on rare occasions, TV shows gain considerable fan following, having already gotten the axe. Here are some shows that have managed to gain cult status after being canned - some of which have been given a second chance. Source: Netflix Arrested Development (FOX, 2003-
2006) (Netflix, 2013) Despite endless acclaim, almost universal critical acclaim, and following the cult, FOX canceled this series - about a dysfunctional family battling through the patriarch's imprisonment - after three seasons. Fans were devastated and never gave up hope that a second
life would take the form of a feature film. They evangelized the show for their friends, their families and anyone. In 2012, creator Ron Howard teamed up with Netflix to bring in the entire original cast, including Jason Bateman, Will Arnett, Michael Cra and Portia de Rossi, to give fans of long-
suffering Arrested Development more than they could ever hope for - a full new season on the popular online video platform. It seems by the way, given that many new fans found the show via Netflix after it originally went off the air. Source: NBC via IMDB.com Freaks and Geeks (NBC,
1999-2000) This series helped launch the careers of some of today's biggest stars, including Seth Rogen, James Franco, and Jason Segel. But the fate of the program itself wasn't so bright. Not only does this series - the social misfits growing up in the 1980s midwest - not see its second
season, fans of Freaks and Geeks don't even get to finish first. That's because NBC canceled the show after just ten episodes. A small but vocal group of loyal viewers lobbied the network to air the remaining episodes - and they released two of the last eight in the summer of 2000. But the
show's true legacy was its continued critical success, as well as how new generations of young men and women discovered the series - which strikes the perfect balance between comedy and drama - in DVDs and streaming video. Source: FOX Firefly (FOX, 2002) Creator Joss Whedon
took on quite a challenge when he steered this futuristic space western drama about a group of people traveling aboard a spacecraft called Serenity. While Firefly boasted stunning visual effects and hearty characters, including Becker's Nathan Fillion, True Detective's Jewel Staite and
Homeland's Morena the big viewers. So FOX canceled the series after it aired only 10 of the show's 14 film episodes. However, a devoted fans emerged from Firefly. Surprisingly healthy DVD sales eventually led to the 2005 film spin-off, Serenity, as well as comics and role-playing forums,
where fans continue to share the love of the series. Source: FOX Family Guy (FOX, 1999-2003, 2005-Present) Hard to believe, but one of television's most popular series was once the FOX shredder block. Family Guy premiered to so-so reviews at the turn of the century, and after
struggling together for three seasons, the network canceled Seth MacFarlane's adult animated sitcom with the Griffin family. However, as soon as Family Guy began airing the syndicate and the show's first three seasons were released on DVD, FOX realized it had made a mistake -
because fans flocked to re-watch their favorite episodes or explore the series for the first time. In 2005, Fox brought Family Guy back - and in honor of the occasion, the series' open patriarch Peter Griffin lists every show FOX has canceled since it went off the air. More Entertainment Cheat
Sheet: Christmas movies aren't the only fun way to celebrate the festive season – TV shows have Christmas episodes too. From Friends to Seinfeld Christmas episodes and other festive airings, we're rounding up the best TV show Christmas episodes, in advance. NBC hit series, Friends
has some of the best TV show Christmas episodes. | NBC via Netflix Friends Christmas episode Friends is undoubtedly one of the most celebrated television series ever. Not only do they celebrate Thanksgiving almost every season, but Monica, Chandler, Ross, Rachel, Phoebe and Joey
always do something for Christmas. With nine episodes to watch, choosing the Best Friends Christmas episode is quite a challenge. However, there is one episode that transcends all other Christmas ghosts. Season 7's The One With The Holiday Armadillo episode is the Best Friends
Christmas episode. In the episode, Ross tries to teach his son, Ben the Hannukah, and decides to dress up to make his lesson more exciting. However, the only available dress was an armadillo, so Ross dresses up as the Holiday Armadillo, also known as Santa's half Jewish friend (like
Ben). Then Chandler steals his thunder and shows up in a Santa claus costume. At first, Ross was nervous, but then they ended up working together to teach Ben the holidays he celebrates. Joey shows up in a Superman costume because, well, he's Joey. Seinfeld's Christmas episode of
Seinfeld Christmas episode watch the season 9, episode 10 - better known as The Strike. This is the episode where the infamous holiday festivus was introduced. Much is happening in this episode, starting with a card from George's father that reads Happy Festivus, also known as the
holiday he made up. When Kramer found out about Festivus, of course he was fascinated and wants to know more, so he meets George's father learns everything. Meanwhile, George is handing out cards at work, asking for donations to The Human Fund, a fake charity he brought in so he
doesn't buy gifts for his co-workers. In light of the holidays, George's boss gives a big donation, but then he realizes it was all a fraud. The real George fashion, he says, celebrates Festivus and didn't want to be persecuted [for his] beliefs. The best TV show Christmas episodes Seinfeld and
his friends are not the only popular television series of festive festive episodes. Read on for the best TV show Christmas episodes on Netflix and Hulu. Full House Episode: Our Very First Christmas Show (episode 9) Season: 2 A festive holiday throwback, turn it into a Full House season 2
Christmas episode, our very first Christmas show. Article 9(1) shall be replaced by the following It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia Episode: It's a Very Sunny Christmas (episode 14) Season: 6 It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia fans can get in the holiday spirit with season 6, episode 14, It's a
Very Sunny Christmas on Hulu. 'The O.C.' Episode: The Best Chrismukkah Ever (Part 13) Season: 1 Get in the holiday spirit with Seth Cohen's very own holiday, Chrismukkah. The O.C. has many Christmas episodes to choose from, but the best is arguably the best Chrismukkah Ever.
Watch season 13. The Office Episode: Classy Christmas (episode 11 and 12) Season: 7 Like Friends, The Office has a lot of great Christmas episodes, including season 7 episodes 11 and 12. The classic Christmas is the name of the two-part Christmas episode on Netflix. Will &amp;
Grace Episode: Jingle Balls (Part 12) Season: 4 Will &amp; Grace may have to watch new episodes, but nothing can be like throwbacks. This holiday season, tune into one of the series' best Christmas episodes, Jingle Balls of Hulu. Check out the Cheat Sheet on Facebook! FoxIf you sit
down for a Halloween-themed TV viewing experience, it's often the spooky, creepy, and downright thrill-induing (Stephen King's It, anyone?) But it doesn't have to be. Some of the best TV series have been broadcast in fun Halloween themed episodes that will make you laugh instead of in
awe. In the first holiday-themed episode of the animated series, Bob attends a Halloween party and ends up in a fat suit, thinking he accidentally killed a guinea pig. The children, meanwhile, start trick-or-te on their own or cheat. When they decide to travel to an elegant neighborhood for
better treats (full-size candy bars!), they encounter some menacing teenagers looking to bully young trick-or-treaters, and of course, glee follows. Hulu Michael has to fire someone before the end of the month, but he's already procrasting. After unsuccessfully trying to fire several members
of the team, he ended up biting the bullet and fires in Devon, on the day of the Halloween party. Fittingly dressed as a two-headed version of himself, Michael tells the man in a vampire costume to spread his wings and fly wherever he wants. Oh. Netflix There is no shortage of classic
episodes in the Parks and Rec catalog, but it's a remarkable one for a number of reasons. First, it features the great Louis C.K. in his engagingly awkward role as Leslie's (Amy Poehler) boyfriend. Second, it's the first ever (and perhaps funniest) appearance of Andy Dwyer's (Chris Pratt)
signature character, Burt Macklin, FBI. Finally, it introduces us to criminal-mastermind-in-training and Leslie's fearless nemesis, Greg Pikitis. With cherries on top, we get to watch Tom Haverford (Aziz Ansari) dawn in a ridiculous/stunning T-Pain dress. Hulu Netflix Let South Park transform
into one of the strangest and most melodramatic bands of its time, nu-metal band Korn, something completely healthy, namely, the Scooby-Doo crew. The episode of the classic adult animated series features everything from an Antonio Banderas sex doll to lynching mobs and necrophilia.
It's not for everyone, but fans of the show will appreciate the brilliant cocktail of morbid humour and child-like wonder that only South Park can achieve. Hulu Mystery meat served at the on-campus Halloween party makes several participants sick with zombie-like symptoms, and the hilarity
develops as they try to contain the infected. Seeing it all go down to their favorite characters dressed as David Beckham, Lady Gaga, and Captain Kirk adds to the fun of this typically creative episode of the mind of Dan Harmon (Rick and Morty). Hulu Remember when Chandler ended up in
a pink bunny costume, somehow no one understood Ross Spud-nik's costume, and Phoebe caused the breakup of her twin sister Ursula and newly minted fiance Eric, played by guest star Sean Penn? Even better from this episode was Rachel's attempt to give candy, from which she hand
out money and write checks to children and herself as a young boy's girlfriend. Full of typical series of hijinks, kicked up a notd of silly costumes. Netflix referenced at the start of the series, the slutty pumpkin a girl Ted met at the rooftop Halloween party a year ago, who dressed in a nagging
pumpkin costume deftly placed in cutouts. She has accidentally lost her number and attended the event every Halloween since hoping she returns. In this episode, he finally finds the subject of his adoration (played by Katie Holmes) and discovers that (surprise!) it is not meant to be. The
best part of the episode against Barney is discovering he is a quarter Canadian dressing up in the most patriotic dress imaginable. Hulu Netflix's Dunphys are preparing for their annual Halloween party and haunted house, but nothing seems to go right despite Claire's best efforts. Related
stories add to the fun, including Phil's worries about not being spontaneous and sexy, and Gloria's insecurities about her accent. Funniest, Mitchell shows up for his new job in a costume, mistakenly thought everyone would dress up and then creaked around to hide the ultra-tight getup
under a spare suit he had in the car. Currently not streaming in his typical bearish style, Larry has zero interest in handing out candy to teens who come knocking without wearing costumes. The children are retorting it by papering his house on toilet paper and spray-painting some not-so-
nice words on his door. Citing an earlier altercation that saw Larry accused of being a self-hating Jew, he considers the incident a hate crime against bald people. HBO It's hard to choose just one of these 28-year-old episodes as the best, since they've all been very excellent, with countless
parodies of iconic movies, books, radio or TV shows, ranging from The Twilight Zone to The Shining. But one of the best is the 2008 episode XIX, which includes How to Get Ahead of the Dead-vertising. It parodies Mad Men, with Homer having to kill celebrities so that advertisers are free to
use their similarities. There's also this Grand Pumpkin, Milhouse, which was spo of this Big Pumpkin, Charlie Brown, which can be found later on the list. Currently not streaming When Jake boasts that he would be a better criminal than many of the ones arrested, Holt brings him on
assignment to try to steal the Medal of Valor before the clock strikes 12. Jake accepts me and starts a complicated plan. The episode was inspired by a tradition that every subsequent season of the Halloween episode sees officers at the precinct prince out to be able to pull out an elaborate
fake heist. Hulu No list of great Halloween TV episodes would be complete without this Charlie Brown outing. In this iconic animated special, which first aired in 1966, Linus is convinced that there is a Great Pumpkin. After writing and sending a letter to the Santa-esque character, he decides
to resign trick-or-treating and a Halloween party to wait hopefully for the local pumpkin patch to arrive in the supposed holiday figure. Streaming not currently streamable
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